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Become obsessed with the delicious drink you love to eat! The tasty and highly Instagrammable trend making waves around the
globe can now be made in the comfort of your own home. This delicious and definitive recipe book, from innovative international
bubble tea brand Bubbleology, brings the tantalising taste of boba pearls right to your doorstep, combining the science of bubble
tea with fun and stylish recipes you can explore with friends and family. Mixing Asian influences with western favourites, this
colourful book introduces 50 stunning recipes for all tastes and occasions. Learn how to cook the perfect tapioca, craft cream
crowns and create your favourite bubble tea recipes. Recipes include classics such as Matcha Milk Tea and Mango Fruit Tea,
Bubbleology's signature drinks like the Genie, Mermaid and Pixie and even Bubble Tea Cocktails and Mocktails. The Bubble Tea
Book covers all you need to know about making bubble tea with tips on everything from how to achieve the perfect sugar and ice
levels to how to mix flavours to create your own unique recipes. Discover the wonderful world of bubble tea!
The volume examines ongoing dynamics within the organizational fields of health care and higher education, as seen from an
institutional theory perspective. To date, few studies have attempted to compare developments across these two critical societal
sectors and actors.
Porsche's fabled 911 represents the ultimate expression of Ferdinand Porsche's original vision of the perfect sports car. In The
Complete Book of Porsche 911, author and photographer Randy Leffingwell provides a year-by-year overview of Stuttgart's most
famous car, from the original 901 prototype to today's technologically advanced GT2 and GT3 derivatives and the latest
992-generation 911. Along the way, he highlights the racing, prototype, and limited-production cars—offering the most complete
reference available to these top-tier sports cars. In this book, you'll find the air-cooled cars of 1963 to 1998, then the water-cooled
911s of 1998 to present day. With behind-the-scenes info on the evolution of this iconic sports car, this book offers the detail
craved by Porsche enthusiasts. Illustrated throughout with images from Porsche's own historical archive and complemented by the
author’s stunning photos, along with detailed technical specification tables, The Complete Book of Porsche 911 offers a thorough
account of one of the most beloved enthusiast cars ever produced.
There is no doubt that Ancient Near Eastern divination is firmly rooted in religion, since all ominous signs were thought to have
been sent by gods, and the invocation of omens was embedded in rituals. Nonetheless, the omen compendia display many
aspects of a generally scientific nature. In their attempt to note all possible changes to the affected objects and to arrange their
observations systematically for reference purposes, the scholars produced texts that resulted in a rather detailed description of the
world, be it with respect to geography (the urban or rural environment on earth, or celestial and meteorological phenomena
observed in the sky), biology (the outer appearance of the bodies of humans or animals, or the entrails of sheep), sociology
(behavior of people) or others. Based on different divination methods and omen compendia, the question discussed during this
workshop was whether the scholars had a scientific approach, presented as religion, or whether Ancient Near Eastern divination
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should be considered purely religious and that the term “science” is inappropriate in this context. The workshop attracted a large
audience and lively discussion ensued. The papers presented in this volume reflect the focus of the sessions during the workshop
and are likely to generate even more discussion, now that they are published.
Organisationen er livsnerven i samfundet, og teorier om organisationen spiller en vigtig rolle i diskussioner om ledelse og
magtfordeling, motivation og kultur, strategi og forandring. Organisationsteorien dyrkes inden for flere forskellige discipliner som
organisationspsykologi, organisationsøkonomi og organisations-sociologi. Den nye udgave af Organisationsteori er
gennemgribende redigeret og opdateret med nye aktuelle eksempler og perspektiver som fx hvidvaskskandalen i Danske Bank,
regeringsdannelse i Sverige, robotledelse og styringsværktøjer. Professor (MSO) Ph.d. Morten Thanning Vendelø, Institut for
Organisation, CBS, har ydet værdifulde bidrag til bogens opdatering. Kapitel 2 og 3 er redigeret og omskrevet så begge kapitler nu
hænger bedre sammen Kapitel 3 er særligt redigeret og afsnit 3.7 Nyere perspektiver på organisation og omverden er opdateret
med uddybning af interessentteori, interessekrav, institutionel teori samt netværksteori. Ny case i kapitlet er aktivt anvendt og
analyseret i forhold til teorien i kapitlet. Nye modeller Interessenthåndteringsstrategier (3.6) og De tre søjler i Institutionel teori (3.7)
er indarbejdet. Kapitel 5 Individet i Organisationen er en omskrevet og redigeret udgave af tidligere kapitel 7 med samme navn.
Kapitel 6 Organisationskultur – et signalement er en omskrevet og redigeret udgave af tidligere kapitel 5 med samme navn. Kapitel
7 Anvendelse af organisationskultur er en omskrevet og redigeret udgave af tidligere kapitel 6 med samme navn. Kapitel 8 er
opdateret med ny case samt redigeret Kapitel 9 er opdateret med ny case samt redigeret Kapitel 10 er lettere redigeret Kapitel 11
er opdateret med ny case samt redigeret Caseopdateringer Kapitel 2: Case Coloplast er redigeret og opdateret af Coloplast. Case
er flyttet fra kapitel 3 til kapitel 2 Kapitel 3: Case Lundbecks Nembutal krise er ny i kapitel 3 Kapitel 8: Case Sophus Falck er
udgået og erstattet med ny case Bella Skilte og Print – fra skiltemaler til moderne IT-virksomhed Kapitel 9: Case Hørsholm
Kommune er erstattet med ny case: Hørsholm Kommune, Hørsholm hele livet, ny politik på en ny måde (ny beslutningsproces
vedr. ældrepolitik). Kapitel 10: Case LEGO er opdateret af LEGO. Kapitel 11: Case Paradigmeskift i Skanderborg Kommune og
Case Ny velfærd via innovation i Roskilde Kommune er erstattet med ny case: Schultz, store forandringer i historisk virksomhed
(forandringsledelse i 360 år gammel forlags- og trykkeri virksomhed til moderne IT-sagsbehandlingsvirksomhed
This brand strategy book is a carefully curated collection of the best brand-thinking over the last decade or so, adapted specifically
for our time. Use it to position your brand and to stand out amongst the competition. Give your brand a personality people can
identify with. Give folks good reason to stay loyal, and to support and cheer on your brand's next project. Strong brands are more
profitable, attract the best talent, and are highly valued. This book is a toolbox for everyone who sees the value of digging a little
deeper, to aim much higher. Monna Nordhagen is Nordic Strategy Director of Scandinavian Design Group, serial entrepreneur and
voracious reader. She holds an MBA from the Norwegian Business School BI and has more than three decades worth of
experience within business strategy, brand building, sales and management. Monna is also a highly sought after presenter with a
passion for innovation, brands and entrepreneurship, speaking regularly at conferences and events. Kirsti Rogne has worked with
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international brands in the intersecting fields of marketing and communication for well over a decade; including as a Client Director
and Copywriter for Scandinavian Design Group. She holds a post graduate degree in English from the University of Oslo and
currently works as a freelance writer, lecturer and translator.
Psykologi i organisasjon og ledelsePsykologi i organisasjon og ledelseHjelper til Psykologi i organisasjon og ledelseStudieguide til psykologi i
organisasjon og ledelseTowards a Comparative InstitutionalismForms, Dynamics and Logics Across the Organizational Fields of Health Care
and Higher EducationEmerald Group Publishing
This book contains no nudity. No profanity. No sexual material of any kind. And yet it just might be the most obscene thing we've ever
published! Penis Pokey is an illustrated board book with a large die-cut hole in its center. Every spread features a dazzling full-color
illustration with one thing missing a banana, perhaps, or a fire hose, or a sea serpent. Male readers can complete the illustrations using the
talents God has given them. Are we serious? Yes! Is this funny? Absolutely! Will this be a terrific hit with college students, bachelorette
parties, and exhibitionists of all ages? Of course! Penis Pokey is far and away the strangest and funniest novelty book we've seen in a long,
long time.
These proceedings represent the work of contributors to the 16th European Conference on Management Leadership and Governance
(ECMLG 2020) hosted by ACI and EM-Normandie Business School, Oxford, UK, UK on 26 – 27th October 2020. The Conference Chair Dr
Paul Griffiths, EM-Normandie Business School, Metis Lab. Oxford, UK
Zero Emission Buildings shows what can be achieved when researchers and practitioners work together to develop the building performance
level of tomorrow that is needed today. This book is based on the research and development activities performed in the Research Centre on
Zero Emission Buildings (the ZEB Centre) from 2009 to 2017. Emissions of CO2 and other greenhouse gases must be reduced to limit global
warming. Thus, the goal of the ZEB Centre has been to develop knowledge, competitive products, and solutions for existing and new
buildings whose production, operation, and demolition give zero emissions of greenhouse gases, while also considering the users' needs for
comfort and flexibility. The results presented here are based on research, as well as experience, from the development of nine real
demonstration buildings. The key knowledge areas needed when designing, building, and operating zero emission buildings is discussed in
detail. This book should be read by students of architecture and engineering, as well as practitioners looking for ways to contribute to a
sustainable future. [Subject: Architecture, Environmental Studies, Sustainability & Green Design]
In the emerging new collaborative economic order, innovation is achieved by an integrated process of collaboration between policymakers,
business and society. Often, the focus for this collaboration is at a regional level. Creating Collaborative Advantage examines the trends in
innovation policy that reflect this new thinking and regional focus. This book develops the view that collaboration is one of many ways of
organising a competitive economy. It asks how, when and where collaboration is a meaningful way of organisation. It explores collaboration
at business level, business networks between companies, and a wider collaborative coalition between business and public authorities. It is
not a manual, a 'how to do it', because there is no single straightforward universal model to replace current orthodoxy on economic
development, but it will enable people to learn. The contributors to this unique book have been involved with the implementation of some of
the most outstanding examples of collaborative approaches, it therefore gives an outstanding picture of diversity, inbuilt comparisons and
contrast, and debate between the cases. The co-authors give their understanding of these issues, but the book tries to establish some
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common understandings and bring the concept of collaboration to a larger audience, and to increase interest in a field which requires further
exploration. Policy makers, advisers and administrators at all levels of government, those involved in research and development, and
business leaders and educators, will find this book invaluable, together with readers having an academic interest in the subject of innovation.
Safety and Reliability – Theory and Applications contains the contributions presented at the 27th European Safety and Reliability Conference
(ESREL 2017, Portorož, Slovenia, June 18-22, 2017). The book covers a wide range of topics, including: • Accident and Incident modelling •
Economic Analysis in Risk Management • Foundational Issues in Risk Assessment and Management • Human Factors and Human
Reliability • Maintenance Modeling and Applications • Mathematical Methods in Reliability and Safety • Prognostics and System Health
Management • Resilience Engineering • Risk Assessment • Risk Management • Simulation for Safety and Reliability Analysis • Structural
Reliability • System Reliability, and • Uncertainty Analysis. Selected special sessions include contributions on: the Marie Sk?odowska-Curie
innovative training network in structural safety; risk approaches in insurance and fi nance sectors; dynamic reliability and probabilistic safety
assessment; Bayesian and statistical methods, reliability data and testing; oganizational factors and safety culture; software reliability and
safety; probabilistic methods applied to power systems; socio-technical-economic systems; advanced safety assessment methodologies:
extended Probabilistic Safety Assessment; reliability; availability; maintainability and safety in railways: theory & practice; big data risk
analysis and management, and model-based reliability and safety engineering. Safety and Reliability – Theory and Applications will be of
interest to professionals and academics working in a wide range of industrial and governmental sectors including: Aeronautics and
Aerospace, Automotive Engineering, Civil Engineering, Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Energy Production and Distribution,
Environmental Engineering, Information Technology and Telecommunications, Critical Infrastructures, Insurance and Finance, Manufacturing,
Marine Industry, Mechanical Engineering, Natural Hazards, Nuclear Engineering, Offshore Oil and Gas, Security and Protection,
Transportation, and Policy Making.
Penguin Classics is the largest and best-known classics imprint in the world. From The Epic of Gilgamesh to the poetry of the First
World War, and covering all the greatest works of fiction, poetry, drama, history and philosophy in between, this reader's
companion encompasses 500 authors, 1,200 books and 4,000 years of world literature. Stuffed full of stories, author biographies,
book summaries and recommendations, and illustrated with thousands of historic Penguin Classic covers, this is an exhilarating
and comprehensive guide for anyone who wants to explore and discover the best books ever written.
Dette er boken for deg som ønsker en lettlest bok der du raskt får innblikk i hva som gjør et team velfungerende. Boken passer like
godt for deg som er en del av et team, som for en som leder et team. Studenter som ønsker å få en rask innføring i hva som
kjennetegner et velfungerende team har nytte av å lese denne. Boken tar for seg de fem elementene som er nøkkelen til et
produktivt team. Det er psykologisk trygghet, ansvarlighet/ gjensidig avhengighet, struktur og tydelighet, mening og påvirkning.
Boken gir deg en liten historie der du møter et team som har noen typiske team utfordringer, du får et lite tilbakeblikk på noen
kjente team teorier og du presenteres for de fem elementene. Helt til slutt får du en kort gjennomgang av noen ledelsesteorier som
kan fungere i ledelse av team. Olav Kyrre Fjeld er grunnlegger av People Nordic AS. Til daglig jobber han med leder og
teamutvikling der bruk av personlighetsanalyser har vært en sentral del. Han er også sertifisert som coach og har mer enn 20 års
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erfaring som coach, leder og team trener. Fjeld har en Bachelor i økonomi og ledelse fra BI, samt en mastergrad i
kunderelasjonsledelse fra University of Hertfordshire i UK.
This book offers a complete guide to how organizations can build a well-working radical innovation muscle. The author
differentiates between incremental and radical innovation, focusing on the radical side, which is where most companies fail.
Radical innovation is breaking with the development pattern of the present value creation and finding economical potential in a
completely new direction. Tverlid has spent several decades working deeply in the subject area from various perspectives in large
companies. He has been key in developing and implementing radical innovation in Equinor, where he currently works as
innovation specialist. This book sums up the knowledge he has gained from this journey in a story-like format, emphasizing the
importance of taking a systematic approach to radical innovation. This is a handbook for the generation of radical innovation. The
step-by-step method allows companies to reproduce radical concepts while keeping the budget at a reasonable level. The effort
remains modest while the effect, on the contrary, becomes visible throughout the company and beyond. Although the model is
built on a company structure, the basic radical innovation principles are also valuable for smaller informal groups and individuals.
Creativity can be as difficult to define as it is to achieve. This is a complex and compelling area of study and this volume is
perfectly poised to explore how creativity can be better understood, and used, in a range of contexts. The book not only centres on
creativity in wider organizational theory, but also defines the conditions in which creativity can flourish, and assesses how the
contemporary business environment has an impact on creative solutions. The volume grounds the concept of creativity in a sound
theoretical framework and explores issues of practical and theoretical consequence covering a range of themes, including:
innovation and entrepreneurship creativity and design environmental influences knowledge management meta-theories of
creativity personal creativity structured interventions. Comprising contributions written by an unusually wide array of leading
creativity scholars, The Routledge Companion to Creativity is an insightful and cutting edge resource. It is an essential purchase
for anyone with an interest in creativity from a business, psychology or design perspective.
Forfatterne kombinerer ny hjerneforskning med coaching, så man lærer at bruge relevante hjerneområder optimalt til at nå sine
mål og realisere sine drømme. Med øvelser og cases
Well-known author and long-time manager Watts Humphrey offers keen insight into the special challenge of identifying, motivating,
and organizing creative technical people, and the opportunities involved in managing these people.
On the surface, people go to work and come home again. They sometimes manage people while most are managed themselves.
But beneath the function and structures of the work itself, a whole range of emotions affects the success of the relationship
between employee and manager and ultimately the organisation they both belong to. Psychodynamic Organisational Theory: Key
Concepts and Cases provides a comprehensive but accessible introduction to this fascinating field of study. Featuring case
vignettes which bring the various concepts to life, the book is divided into four parts. Part I looks at how the individual relates to the
organisation and the unconscious energies they bring, while Part II examines group dynamics and how they affect productivity,
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including a chapter on meetings. Part III explores the realm of leadership and what roles a manager can play in managing their
staff, while Part IV introduces the idea of personality and describes how the manager’s personality influences management
dynamics as well as the wider organisational culture. Central to the book, as well as the idea that organisational phenomena are
often unconscious, is the understanding that relationships are always reciprocal. Through complex psychological dynamics
manager and employee influence and change each other during the process of managing and being managed. This text will be
essential reading for students and scholars of leadership, HRM, and organizational psychology, as well as consultants and
managers looking for practical insights into how human relationships affect the success of every organisation.
Peaky Blinders Cocktail Book serves up 40 step-by-step cocktail recipes inspired by the critically acclaimed BBC period crime
drama.
Project Leadership Challenges concentrates on leadership in projects, in particular project managers and their leadership
responsibilities. Project leadership concerns how the project manager creates direction, progress, and cooperation to ensure that
the organization does the best possible job in achieving the project's goals. With both a business and a global perspective, the
authors present new research on challenges in the project manager role, changes, and collaboration in projects. Based on 20
years of wide-ranging research in project management and leadership, this book will provide useful insight into what it takes to
deal with project leadership challenges. [Subject: Business, Project Management]
This book explains how change encompasses many different phenomena, occurs in a variety of ways, and can have widely
divergent causes and driving forces. It also helps to develop a constructive theory dealing with planned organizational change. The
book is divided into two main sections. Part 1 discusses how organizations can tackle change actively in order to meet the new
challenges they are facing. The author provides an analysis model based on four elements: driving forces, the content and scope
of change, the process of change and the context of change. Part 2 addresses how an organization can implement a planned
change. Emphasis is placed on how those who are responsible for implementing the change – the change agents – can apply
various change strategies, and how planned change processes can be managed. The author shows how various change
strategies and different ways of managing change can be equally effective, but in different situations. The book uses an
interdisciplinary outlook, and it is based on research in the fields of psychology and sociology as well as political science and
economics. The extensive references to source materials also mean that it is useful for anyone who would like to study
organizational change in more depth. Dag Ingvar Jacobsen is the author of several books in the fields of organization and
management, political science and methodology. He is co-author of the book Hvordan organisasjoner fungerer (How
Organizations Function), which is one of the most frequently read books in Scandinavia about organization theory. Jacobsen is a
professor at the University of Agder, and is a very popular speaker.
Business and ecology, Hansen and Christensen assert, are bound together in ways few yet recognize. Ecology is the new
megatrend, and no part of business and organization is left untouched by it. Ecology constitutes a new world view, applicable to
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everything from leadership and organizational change to strategic decisions on markets, products, and business ethics. This book
prepares the reader for the ecological path, describing both theory and practical tools and giving real life examples.
"In his diaries, the American philosopher and psychologist William James, for whom the personal and the philosophical were never
far apart, recounted how in his late twenties he was confronted with existential despair regarding the issue of free will: do humans
have the capacity to act freely and meaningfully? James famously decided that his "first act of free will is to believe in free will,"
and declared that, "if you can change your mind, you can change your life." This belief in the efficacy of ideas on our practical
beliefs and actions would lead to James becoming one of the founders of the first truly distinctively American philosophy,
Pragmatism. In this book philosopher John Kaag offers an account of the life, thought, and relevance of James's philosophy for
today. He argues that his brand of pragmatism was first and foremost a philosophy geared towards saving a life; namely, James's
own, but with important resources and lessons for saving ours as well. James believed that philosophy was meant to articulate,
and help answer, a single existential question, one which lent itself to the title of one of his most famous essays: "Is life worth
living?" Through examination of an array of existentially loaded topics covered in his works-truth, God, evil, suffering, death, and
the meaning of life-James concluded that it is up to us to make life worth living. He said that our beliefs, the truths that guide our
lives, matter-their value and veracity turn on the way they play out practically for ourselves and our communities. For James,
philosophy was about making life meaningful, and for some of us, liveable. This is the core of his "pragmatic maxim," that truth
should be judged on the bases of its practical consequences. Kaag shows how James put this maxim into use in his philosophy
and his life and how we can do so in our own. In his perhaps most famous and enduring work, The Varieties of Religious
Experience, James devoted two chapters to exploring what he saw as two distinct types of personality, "the sick-souled" and "the
healthy-minded." James himself, as Kaag shows, tended more toward the sick-souled side of the spectrum. But both types
fascinated James and he thought both provided important sources for understanding not just religious experience, but for how we
can think about our own orientation to the world and perhaps reorient ourselves in the process"--
Lisa Vivoll Straume investigates if and how the state of psychological flow can be used as a resource in organisational psychology. The 170
participants represented occupations from a variety of fields. Results indicate that goal setting can be a predictor of flow experiences at work.
Implications regarding measurements of flow are discussed, and suggestions regarding the future research and applicability of the flow model
are made.
Winner of the Shingo Publication Award Accelerate your organization to win in the marketplace. How can we apply technology to drive
business value? For years, we've been told that the performance of software delivery teams doesn't matter?that it can't provide a competitive
advantage to our companies. Through four years of groundbreaking research to include data collected from the State of DevOps reports
conducted with Puppet, Dr. Nicole Forsgren, Jez Humble, and Gene Kim set out to find a way to measure software delivery performance?and
what drives it?using rigorous statistical methods. This book presents both the findings and the science behind that research, making the
information accessible for readers to apply in their own organizations. Readers will discover how to measure the performance of their teams,
and what capabilities they should invest in to drive higher performance. This book is ideal for management at every level.
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This book captures the essence of modern family life. Much has changed since our own childhoods; “the good old days”. Today’s parents
are challenged by the need to invent their own parenting style. This can only happen from within, based on our personal values and
boundaries. Jesper Juul puts it very clearly: “The love we feel for our children and our partners does not in itself have any value. It has no
value at all until it is converted into loving behavior.” Each chapter focuses on the values that form a solid platform on which to build a family:
Equal dignity, Integrity, Authenticity and Responsibility. This makes family life more meaningful and parents avoid living frantically from
conflict to conflict, desperately searching for quick solutions and trying to adapt to the most popular parenting technique of the day. A book full
of everyday examples and practical ideas.
A celebration of theendlessly fascinating andculturally rich countryof Japan, this book fromthe Monocle team ispacked with insightsand fully
illustrated withstunning photography. Monocle's latest book is an ardent paean to Japan, covering everything from design, architecture, and
culture to food, fashion, and current affairs. Since it launched in 2007, Monocle has had deep roots in Japan. From day one, the magazine
has maintained a Tokyo bureau, which today also encompasses a Monocle shop and radio studio. Over the past decade, the magazine and
its team have continued to build upon their appreciation for and understanding of the nation of Japan. Monocle's stories have covered
everything from a live journey on the emperor's jet and the tastiest places to eat in Kagoshima to the fashion designers challenging
conventions and the businesses with remarkable stories untold outside Japan. The Monocle Book of Japan reveals the best of the country in
the run-up to the 2021 Olympics. Complete with striking photography and captivating essays, this volume showcases some of Japan's most
intriguing splendors.
An illustrated activity book featuring the adorable, fluffy corgi bum What’s floofy, boopy, splooty, and driving people wild? Corgi butts. Corgis
have been breaking the Internet with their heart-shaped bottoms and woeful glances since the dawn of online. Now, finally, The Little Book of
Big Corgi Butts will be the first-ever illustrated ode to the world’s favorite dog booty. Part activity book, part homage, this book is a delightful
dose of much-needed comfort and cuteness. The Little Book of Big Corgi Butts offers all the charming, escapist fun that anxious adults need
today, as well as a stress-relieving, hands-on experience anyone can enjoy. With activities and coloring pages, this book offers Corgi
Crosswords, how-tos for drawing derpy pups, amusing word searches, and more. Irresistibly adorable, The Little Book of Big Corgi Butts is
primed to be the must-have gift book of the season for pet lovers and anyone who could use more smiles and soft tushies in their life.
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